
Essential Nuisance
The role and the life of the bicycle at MSU and beyond Andy Driska



present, appearing, or found everywhere

ubiquitous
adjective



Storage
Simple steel hoops hold bikes to the ground. Like 
parking lots, they store transport devices in simple 
rows, maximizing space. Across the MSU cam-
pus, bike racks fill up before 8AM, and some stay 
full until well past 6pm. A student or employee 
can get her bicycle very close to a place of work or 
schooling - typically much closer than she could get 
with an automobile. This makes cycling the fastest 
transportation method on the MSU campus - con-
tributing to the bicycle’s ubiquity as much as the 
giant sprawl of the 5,200 acre campus.



Humans afford intimate space for bicycles. Even in 
car-centric Michigan, cars may not penetrate the quiet 
inner sanctums of the MSU campus. But bike racks 
invite cyclists into even the quietest of spaces.

Intimacy



neglect

The MSU Surplus Store rounds up nearly 200 unclaimed bikes 
each spring. Some are refurbished and resold, but many are beyond 
salvage. Who owns these forgotten bikes? What prompted the own-
er to suddenly part ways with the bicycle? Is bicycle riding such an 
unpleasant activity for these bike owners that one day, they simply 
quit riding? As one observes students riding bicycles around the 
campus of MSU, he will find that many students ride bikes that are 
in poor condition, with rusted features and flattened tires. One will 
notice that seats are too low, decreasing biomechanical advantage 
and making riding more difficult than it needs to be. One may also 
notice a lack of gear-shifting. Talk to one of these riders and you 
may find that he or she does not understand how the gears work, 
but you might also find a rusted derailleur, or snapped shifter 
cable.



traffic flow

Where West Circle Drive meets Kalamazoo Street, near the IM Sports Circle building, an unconven-
tional and unsafe intersection corrals hundreds of walkers, cyclists, and motorists through one space 
each day. East of this intersection, West Circle Drive transitions to a one-way, two-lane speedway; 
friendly for motorists, but interlaced with numerous bus stops and pedestrian crossings. Because 
traffic flows in one direction around West Circle Drive, it is more convenient for bicyclists to ride on 
sidewalks, creating two more unique hazards. Besides being a nuisance for pedestrians, cyclists who 
ride on sidewalks decrease their visibility to motorists. Motorists often do not see cyclists approaching 
intersections at high speed from unconventional angles.



90 seconds of traffic 
on Michigan Avenue

With timed lights, the traffic on this artery moves in ten-sec-
ond bursts, followed by a thirty-second lull. For a bike rider, 
this generates ten seconds of frenzied, white-knuckled riding, 
followed by thirty seconds of relative calm. The fear of being 
hit by a speeding car or bus forces most bikers onto the side-
walk, or off of Michigan Avenue entirely.

This is problematic for the city of Lansing, as it tries to con-
nect to MSU using the Michigan Avenue corridor. Corridors 
can successfully connect two distant entities when they pro-
vide a safe and pleasurable means of transport.

What might we accomplish by dedicating the right lane 
entirely to bike traffic and bus pullovers, while leaving the 
remaining two lanes for automobile traffic? Does bicycle traf-
fic increase? Does traffic flow for motorists suffer? Does the 
corridor help connect Lansing and MSU?

Each frame separated 
by three seconds

Six lanes on Michigan Avenue give the appearance that 
it handles a large amount of traffic



Green bicycle lanes in Los Angeles
Photo: LA Streets Blog

future...


